


Har, Roger et al. "Mac Word Processing: And Then There Were 3." InfoWorld. 10:26 (June 27, 1988), pp.53-56. (reviews of Full Write Professional 1.0, Microsoft Word 3.02, and Word Perfect 1.0)


Herold, Steve. "Mac Type Handling: There Are No Perfect Fixes for Font ID Number Confusion, but Here Are Some Interim Solutions." Personal Publishing. 4:6 (June 1988), pp. 50-60.


Holzberg, Carol S. "MacWriteNow 2.0: Ready for the Here and Now?" Personal Publishing. 5:4 (April 1988), pp. 66-68.

---
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How to Use Xerox Ventura Publisher. Glen Ellyn, IL: FlipTrack Learning Systems, 1989, 90 mins. (version 1.1, 5 audio-cassettes, 111-page manual)


"Intelligent Grammar Corrector Introduced by Digital Equipment Corporation." TypeWorld. 12:16 (Second


Kahn, Paul. "Full, but Not Right: Fullwrite Professional." Publish! 3:10 (October 1988), pp. 96, 98. (version 1.0 for the Macintosh)
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--- "Technical Writing Teachers and the Challenges of Desktop Publishing: Desktop Publishing Systems Have Created a Revolution in Document Production. If Technical Writing Teachers Are to Be Part of This Revolution, We Must Understand the Importance of Desktop Publishing to Technical Writers, Assess Our Strengths as Teachers of Writing, and Rethink the Content of Our Courses and Programs." The Technical Writing Teacher. 15:2 (Spring 1988), pp. 119-131.


--- "Reference File--A Personal Best: Reference File Provides Some Amazing Popup Database Capabilities at a Bargain Price." Databases Advisor. 6:9 (September 1988), pp. 90-91. (terminate and stay resident program)


Kleper, Michael L. "Telepublishing from the Desktop, Part II. Fax, Desktop Publishing, and the Macintosh:
FAXstf. "TypeWorld. 12:22 (Second November 1988), pp. 4, 6, 12, 16.

---------. "Telepublishing from the Desktop." TypeWorld. 12:21 (First November 1988), pp. 6, 8, 10, 12.


Learn Xerox Ventura Publisher, Basic to Intermediate. Austin, TX: VideoTutor, 1989, 90 mins. (version 1.1, videotape, 50-page manual)

Learn Xerox Ventura Publisher, Advanced. Austin, TX: VideoTutor, 1989, 105 mins. (version 1.1, videotape, 96-page manual)


Lincoln, A. James. "PostScript Watch: In the First February Issue, We Discussed the Structure of PostScript Fonts. We Will Now Concern Ourselves with Their Use." TypeWorld. 13:7 (First April 1989), pp. 21, 23.


Lombardi, John et al. "Product Comparison: Executive Word Processors." InfoWorld. 10:39 (September 26, 1988), pp. 43-77. (reviews of DAC Easy Word II 1.0, IBM DisplayWrite Assistant 1.0, MS Windows Write 2.1, PC Type Plus, PC Write 2.71, Professional Write 2.00, Q&A Write 1.01, Textra 5.2, Volkswriter Deluxe Plus 1.0, Webster's New World Writer II 1.0, and Word Perfect Executive 1.0)


"Unique Word Bench Program Aimed at Creative Writers: This Word Processor Helps the Writer Organize Ideas and Information and Produce Documents." InfoWorld. 10:43 (October 24, 1988), pp. 74, 76-77. (reviewer is journalism professor)


Articles & Reviews Welcome

The Newsletter welcomes article submissions that pertain to word-processing, text-analysis, and research applications in professional writing situations, either corporate or academic. Also, hardware and software reviews are encouraged, but please contact Dr. Jim Schwartz, Hardware/Software Review Editor, before submitting them (call Jim at 605-394-1246). Manuscripts should be submitted on MS-DOS 5¼” floppy disks or in hardcopy format.
Neiter, Mary. "Springboard Publisher." Computing Teacher. 16:5 (February 1989), pp. 44-47. (review of version 1.1 for the Apple II)


Pagemaker Live. El Modena, CA: Image Express, 1988. (two-hour videotape, disk with templates, for the IBM PC or Macintosh; beginning, intermediate, or advanced modules)


------.  "Publishing on a Budget: The Fords and Chevys of the Page Makeup World Are Starting to Give the Rolls Royces a Run for Their Money."  *Personal Publishing.* 5:2 (February 1989), pp. 46-51. (brief reviews of Newsmaster II, PFS:First Publisher 2.0, Publish It!, QuarkStyle, and Springboard Publisher)
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